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Abstract 

 
Data integrity of outsourced data is main problem in CSP (cloud service provider). Space overhead and computation complexity are very 

high issue in recent PDP(Provable Data Possession) verification schemes. To overcome such issues MPDP (Mobile Provable Data 

Possession) schemes using hash tree data structure and Boneh-Lynn-Snacham short signature scheme have been used over decade. Data 

dynamics is well supported in MPDP scheme via block less verification, dynamic data operations, stateless verification, and verification 

out sourcing. But still there are some operations which can be performed much more efficiently in some other way than that of the two 

methods prescribed above. Operations in particular, data modification operations like insertion and deletion operations is somewhat 

difficult or in other words time consuming in hash tree data structure. In this paper, we have deployed an improved hash tree structure 

called MPT (Merkle Patricia Tree) for integrity checking.MPT is combination of MHT (Merkle Hash Tree) and patricia tree where each 

node consists of key-value pairs.  As of now, MPT has been used only in block chain technology for providing authentication of 

transactions through Ethereum. 
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1. Introduction 

Cloud Computing is one of the fastest emerging technologies and 

widely used for discrete service like servers, storage, software 

development platforms as Platform as a Service (PaaS), Software 

as a Service (SaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). The 

major concern in cloud computing is the vulnerability of the 

data,since the data and resources are shared among the many users 

and  there is a higher chance of misuse or lose of data [7].Data 

integrity process invokes the approach of assurance on data and 

ensures that data is original, authentic and shielded from 

unauthorized user alteration. It helps in identifying whether the 

data are damaged by service owner’s hardware fault or by 

forgetful operation or by an adversary malignant attack [2].The 

elements that are inferred from the integrity analysis are Stateless 

verification, Public Verification, Support dynamic operation, 

Batch Auditing. In stateless verification phase, anyone can do the 

verification of data successfully. Public Verification, the user can 

invoke a separate third party auditor to check the storage available 

on the cloud. The data that is outsourced is accessed as well as 

updated by the user in Support dynamic operation. Batch Auditing 

involves multiple delegated auditing functions from various 

clients and it can be achieved synchronously by the (Third Party 

Auditor) TPA in a privacy-preserving manner [5]. 

Over the years, various data integrity scheme like Provable Data 

Possession(PDP) , POR( Proof Of Retrievability) and 

MPDP(Mobile Provable Data Possession)have been proposed for 

protecting outsourced data. The Provable Data Possession (PDP) 

scheme plays amain role in Cloud Computing to design data 

oriented security architecture. Without PDP scheme, customer’s  

 

 

cannot authenticate the server whether the processed data is real 

data or not[3].POR (Proof Of Retrievability) is used for handling 

large files and users are allowed to retrieve the file without having 

any computation overhead along with guaranteed QoS. In MPDP, 

Boneh-Lynn-Snacham, Merkle hash tree concept are the 2 

methods used to enhance efficiency and data integrity [4]. In MHT 

data structure, data blocks can be arranged in flexible manner and 

has a minimum transmission cost, whereas easy verification of 

data corruption is provided by bilinear mapping and BLS scheme. 

2. Preliminaries 

2.1 System Architecture 

There are three entities viz, 1) data owner, owns the data which is 

stored in the cloud 2) CSP (Cloud Service Provider),provides the 

storage service which is utilized by the customers 3) TTP (Trusted 

Third party),responsible for assuring the integrity of the data 

requested by the owner. 
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Fig. 1: Scheme Architecture 

2.2 Methodology 

The integrity of data in the cloud can’t be guaranteed effectively 

because of the following reason: 1) Users lose the confidentiality 

of data. 2) Conventional cryptographic analyzing method can’t 

ensure the assurance of data security. Recently, MHT is a 

prevailing method for integrity checking in any field especially in 

cloud based data storage.  MHT provides the some data security, 

but the insertion and deletion operation are difficult to perform. 

Our Paper depicts a better data structure, MPT(Merkle Patricia 

Tree) than the existing one to tackle the unforeseen challenges. 

Performance can be effectively increased by making use of MPT 

for insertion and deletion operations.MPT is the fusion of Merkle 

tree concept and Patricia Tree. The key features provided by MPT 

includes: i)storage in the form  of key value pair, ii)Lightweight 

expanded node, merkle proof, iii) quick state of rolling 

mechanism. iv)Rapid calculation of hash functioning of data. 

2.2.1 Patricia Tree 

Patricia tree is a slight modification of prefix tree.  In the case of 

prefix tree, location of the prefix node is decided by the details of 

its key i.e., the data is encoded in path of the node from root node. 

But in Patricia tree, the data value is stored in a single node unless 

a new data with the same prefix as the stored one is inserted.   

2.2.2Merkle Patricia Tree (MPT)  

MPT is the Combination of MHT(Merkle Hash Tree) and Patricia 

Tree. The time Complexity of the MPT for insert, delete and 

search is 𝑂(log(𝑛)).The advantage of using the MPT is to reduce 

the time taken for modifying the data similar to insertion and 

deletion operations. In this data structure, every node that is a 

single child is combined with its parent. 

2.3 Pseudocode for Operation of MPT 

Algorithm MPTree(File, MPT) 

 returns hash value of the root of Merkle Patricia Tree 

 Persistent:  File - A text file that is to be stored and 

verified for data integrity. 

    MPT - A tree structure initially empty. 

 wordfile<- Read the input File word by word and store it 

in a new file. 

 for each word in wordfile: 

  MPT <- MPT.insert(word) 

 Root <- MPT.root 

 filehash<- MerkleHashRoot(Root) 

 returnfilehash 

Function insert(word) 

returns MPT with the word inserted in it. 

 Persistent:  word - word to be inserted into the MPT 

structure. 

    MPT - Tree structure where the word is to be 

inserted. 

 if MPT is empty then  

 create a new node and store the word in the node as its 

value. 

 else 

 for each node in MPT: 

  compare the word and node.value 

  if both are equal then  

   return MPT 

  elseifnode.value is a prefix of the word then 

   create a child for the node with 

value (word-node.value) 

  elseif the word is a prefix for node.value then 

   split the node at its first difference 

with the word. 

  else 

   create a new node with a value of 

word. 

 return MPT 

 

Function MerkleHashRoot(root) 

 returns hash of the file 

returnMerkleHash(root) 

 

Function MerkleHash(root)  

 returns hash of the Merkle Patricia Tree  

 Perisistent:  root - The root node of Merkle Patricia 

Tree. 

 ifnode.children is empty then 

  return Hash(node.value) 

 children_list<- node.children 

 temp<- Hash(node.value) 

 for all child in children_list: 

  temp<- temp + MerkleHash(child) 

 return Hash(temp) 

 

According to the algorithm an empty tree structure with root node 

as null is created.  When the file containing the data to be stored is 

given as input to this algorithm, it reads the file word by word and 

each of these words will be inserted into the tree immediately after 

it is read.  So the first word will be inserted into an empty tree 

thereafter the words will be compared with all the nodes’ data to 

check for similarity between the two and if there is partial 

difference then the point of first difference is saved for further 

operations.  If the new word is same as the node’s word then no 

new node is created and added to the tree.  If the new word forms 

a prefix for the node’s data then the node is divided into two 

nodes, one as parent with the common prefix value of the two 

words and the other as the child of the node with the remaining 

word.  If the node’s word is entirely a prefix for the new word 

then the new word with the removal of the prefix word from it will 

be inserted as a child for the node.  If the new word is entirely 

different from all of the existing words in the tree then a new node 

is created and added to the tree.  These words stored in the tree 

nodes are considered as the keys.  When the file is read 

completely and the tree is formed, the root of the tree is passed to 

a function for calculating the hash values for each of the node and 

storing it as the values for the keys stored in the tree.  In the 

function, the tree is traversed from the children nodes to the root 

consolidating the hash values of the children towards each of its 

parent.  At the end of this algorithm, the hash of the entire tree 

will be obtained as a result of consolidated hash value calculation. 
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3. Results and Discussion 

MHT is the complete binary tree format, but in our paper, we have 

employed MPT data structure which can have a maximum of 26 

children for each alphabet. The approach employed in this work 

follows Merkle tree concept for deriving calculated hash values 

and to have key value pairs Patricia Tree concept is used.  Each 

node in tree contains key and a hash value. Here, the key in each 

node represents either a prefix value or the entire data in case of 

single child  and the value’s data is consolidated hash of its own 

key and its children’s value if exist. 

 

 
 
 

Fig. 2: MHT data structure 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: MPT data structure 

 

In fig 2.,it is the patricia tree data structure devoid of hash values 

whereas in case of MPT each node will have its corresponding 

hash values calculated by MHT format along with its key data 

value.  These kinds of data structure reduce the extra disk access 

and also insertion and deletion operations are easy to perform. The 

root node of the MPT data structure is always null. In fig 3 some 

words are arranged in prefix order. Those words are action, 

activity, extern, extra, external, externally, extraneous, ultra, ulta. 

Hash values are calculated for each and every node after storing 

the word and traversed in the reverse order from the leaf to the 

root. If there is a modification of a single letter in any of the node, 

it is very easy to update but at the same time the hash value of 

particular node will be changed which ultimately causes the hash 

value of the root node to be changed.  For example if we take 

words like ‘action’ and ‘activity’ with a common prefix ‘acti’ then 

the prefix will for a node ‘acti’, it will be stored as the first node 
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on its path from the root followed by its two distinct suffixes ‘on’ 

and ‘vity’ as its children. So for calculating hash values the prefix 

node must take into consideration all its children nodes. Table 1 

Shows hash value of two subtrees with prefixes ‘acti’ and ‘ult’ 

along with its children and shows hash value of modified data 

file(act-atc) which affects not only its individual hash value but 

also the root has but it will not affect others subtrees. 

 
Table 1: Initial hash value and hash value after modification of data 

 

Root  60bd0a02ca4dace4ac07d22e8b0d09bb Root c89fb30beddb290c0035a7aa6a7ffcafd 

act     51fcfa78c0646f287587a8123792f0ff atc     db26ee047a4c86fbd2fba73503feccb6 

on ed2b5c0139cec8ad2873829dc1117d50 on      ed2b5c0139cec8ad2873829dc1117d50 

vity 0af5e227cb909796dfb03430f1fcd6f6 vity    0af5e227cb909796dfb03430f1fcd6f6 

ult      a0ad7803047afc61cab73de5d41ad539 ult      a0ad7803047afc61cab73de5d41ad539 

a        0cc175b9c0f1b6a831c399e269772661 a        0cc175b9c0f1b6a831c399e269772661 

ra       db26ee047a4c86fbd2fba73503feccb6 ra       db26ee047a4c86fbd2fba73503feccb6 

 

Table 2: Shows the relationship between MPT and MHT efficiency 
 

 
Time taken for insert 

Operation 

Time taken for delete 

operation 

Time taken for update 

operation 

Time taken for search 

operation 

MHT High High High High 

MPT Low Low Low Low 

4. Conclusion 

Security of the cloud computing is still challenging task. Many 

algorithm and data structures are proposed for this integrity 

verification.MHT data structure is one of the best integrity 

checking algorithms.  But the insertion and deletion operations are 

somewhat difficult to be performed in MHT. In this paper, we 

analyze the functionality of MPT data structure (integrated MHT) 

which functions similar to MHT but the difference is insertion and 

deletion operations can be performed much easier when compared 

to MHT.  Both the MPT and MHT are depends on Trusted Third 

Party (TTP).In future work we will expand our scheme to 

untrusted TTP. 
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